Abstract. In the buyback problem, an algorithm observes a sequence of bids and must decide whether to accept each bid at the moment it arrives, subject to some constraints on the set of accepted bids. Decisions to reject bids are irrevocable, whereas decisions to accept bids may be canceled at a cost that is a fixed fraction of the bid value. Previous to our work, deterministic and randomized algorithms were known when the constraint is a matroid constraint. We extend this and give a deterministic algorithm for the case when the constraint is an intersection of k matroid constraints. We further prove a matching lower bound on the competitive ratio for this problem and extend our results to arbitrary downward closed set systems. This problem has applications to banner advertisement, semi-streaming, routing, load balancing and other problems where preemption or cancellation of previous allocations is allowed.
Introduction
Consider the online problem of resource allocation in which preemption is allowed. This kind of problem has been heavily studied in a wide variety of settings which range from advertisement allocations to routing to load balancing. In online weighted resource allocation without preemption we cannot get any non-trivial worst case guarantee on the sum of weights allocated. Consider the simplest problem of choosing the maximum number in a sequence. Any deterministic or randomized algorithm cannot have a constant competitive ratio up to any factor. Usually this impossibility is circumvented in the literature by placing some restrictions. This could be by allowing the input to be either a random permutation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] or drawn iid from some probability distribution [6, 7] . Other approach [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] which does not relax any conditions on the input assumes that either preemption is allowed or preemption with a penalty is allowed and gives guarantee for every input. In this paper we study this kind of relaxation.
Consider the following generic problem. There is a set system I (downward closed) for the ground set E. Elements from E are presented to the algorithm in a sequential manner. Each element e i is also associated with a utility w e i . When element e i is presented to the algorithm it must be accepted or rejected immediately. When e i is accepted the algorithm could cancel (preempt) some of the previously accepted elements. If S denotes the set currently accepted, then the constraint for the algorithm is to have S ∈ I. The utility of the algorithm is the utility of the accepted elements minus the penalty paid to the canceled elements. All the canceled elements are paid a penalty proportional to their corresponding utility. We present some applications of this generic problem below.
Banner advertisement The buyback problem was first defined and studied in [8, 9] . Specifically they give deterministic algorithms for the case when I is a matroid. This was later extended by [16] which gave a randomized algorithm with better competitive ratio. Consider an advertisement system for a single advertisement slot. In certain systems bidding for this slot starts well in advance.
In such a system bidders come and bid in an online manner. The system accepts the bids or rejects them immediately. The system could later accept much higher bids and reject previously accepted ones. But this causes a loss for the previously accepted bidders. Hence the system pays them back with a penalty. The work in [8, 9, 16 ] also generalizes to much more general systems where the accepted bids can form a matroid. They leave open the question of finding algorithms for more general constraints. One of the key constraints not modeled by this is when each bidder desires a single item among a set of items, i.e when I is a valid matching in a bipartite graph. Our result in section 2 solves this as well as a generalization to k arbitrary matroid constraints and our result in section 5 generalizes this to any downward closed set system. We also prove matching lower bounds in section 4. It is important to note that we ignore the incentives throughout our work and assume that bids/values are truthfully reported.
Free Disposal Consider the problem of online ad allocation with free disposal studied in [10] . Here we have a set of advertisers A known in advance together with an integer impression contract n(a) for each advertiser a ∈ A. n(a) denotes the maximum number of impressions for which advertiser can be charged. When an impression i ∈ I arrives the utility of this impression w ia for every advertiser a is also revealed. The final utility of the algorithm is the total amount charged to each user. We note that there is a very straight forward reduction from this problem to the problem we define, specifically from the case when k = 2 and zero penalty for preemption(f = 0). Our algorithm gives a 5.828 competitive ratio. [10] gives an unconditional 2 competitive and conditional e/(e − 1) competitive algorithm. Note that our algorithm is tight for the generic problem defined due to the lower bound shown in section 4. [10] is able to give better competitive ratio as this problem is more restrictive than the generic problem we define.
Semi Streaming Recently few papers [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] have studied graph problems in the semi-streaming model. Consider the problem of finding a weighted matching in a stream which usesÕ(n) memory, O(1) update time and 1 pass. [23] introduced this problem and gave a factor 6 approximation. [17] improved this to 5.828 approximate semi-streaming algorithm. Both of these algorithms are characterized by the fact that they always maintain a valid matching. Hence our lower bound in section 4 proves that among the class of algorithms which maintain only edges of a valid matching no algorithm can achieve better than approximation ratio 5.828.
Routing with preemption and Load Balancing There has been a huge literature [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] on Routing in Networks and Load Balancing where preemption of previously allocated resources in allowed. Many of these results studied can be very succinctly generalized by the following problem.
Consider an arbitrary downward closed set system I. Elements e i ∈ I are presented to the algorithm along with its weight and the sets to which it belongs to. The algorithm has to either accept or reject the element immediately. An accepted element can be preempted or canceled later but canceled/rejected element cannot be taken later.
This problem is precisely the problem we study with the restriction of penalty for cancellation being 0. As we will show in section 5, such a generic problem does not have any algorithm with competitive ratio better than n − 1 even when penalty is 0. Also a trivial extension of the algorithm from [8] will give a competitive ratio of (n−1)(1+2f +2 f (1 + f )). One should note that the papers which study routing with preemption and load balancing are able to achieve better competitive ratio by exploiting some additional structure in the problem.
The offline problem of matroid intersection was introduced and studied in [24, 25] . The problem has also been studied under more general submodular utility functions in the CS theory/OR literature. Some of the recent papers in this direction are [26, 27, 28, 29] .
Our Contributions The algorithm we propose is a greedy type algorithm which is a natural generalization of the algorithm from [8, 9] . While the algorithm is simple to state the analysis turns out to be much harder. There are two key technical contributions in this paper.
1. The main technical hurdle in analyzing the algorithm comes from bounding the utility of the final accepted set S as compared to the optimal set OP T (Lemma 1). For this we develop a new novel type of charging scheme. This charging scheme is also aided by a graph construction which could be of independent interest in discrete optimization. 2. We also give optimal lower bounds. The main technical hurdle in this case is identifying the input on which the algorithm has worst case behavior. There is a key difference in the lower bound for k = 1 case (given in [8] ) and k = 2 case. The general k is quite similar to k = 2. The matroid used in the lower bound for k = 1 case in [8] is just a uniform matroid of rank 1. For the case k = 2 we need a intersection of two partition matroids (i.e matching) which has a lot more structure. This is used to derive an infinite sequence {x 1 , x 2 , ...} with certain properties.
We also note here the portions of the paper which follow more easily from [8] . In the case of analyzing the algorithm the part which bounds the penalty uses a geometric series argument and is quite akin to [8] . Similarly in the lower bound once the sequence {x 1 , x 2 , ...} along with its properties are identified the rest of the analysis follows more easily.
Preliminaries
First we define the problem formally
Model
Consider a ground set of Elements E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n }. Let M 1 , . . . , M k 1 be k arbitrary matroid constraints on E. Let the corresponding Independent sets be I 1 , . . . , I k and let I = ∩ k j=1 I j . We define the online problem with the following constraints.
1. The elements of E are presented to the algorithm in some arbitrary order. The value w e i of element e i and the matroid constraints it is involved with are revealed to the algorithm when the element is presented to it. 2. When element e i is presented it must be accepted or rejected immediately. Additionally it could be canceled at a later point in time. When an element is canceled the algorithm must pay a penalty f · w e i where f is a constant. (Note the difference between reject and cancel) 3. Let A be the set of elements accepted and R be the set of elements accepted and later canceled.
Then the utility of the algorithm is defined as e∈A w e − (1 + f ) e∈R w e . Note that all elements in R are also counted in A. Moreover the currently maintained set S = A − R must be an independent set.i.e S ∈ I.
Here we desire to find a competitive online algorithm with the above constraints. if S ∪ {ei} ∈ I then 4: S = S ∪ {ei} 5:
if S ∪ {ei} / ∈ Ij then 8:
ei j be the element of smallest value such that S ∪ {ei} \ {ei j } ∈ Ij 9: else 10:
ei j = N U LL.
11:
end if 12:
end for 13:
Let
if
end if 17:
end if 18: end for Algorithm 2: Online Matroid Intersection:
if S ∪ {ei} ∈ I then 4: S = S ∪ {ei} 5:
if we i ≥ r · ( e∈Ce i we) then
end if 12: end for a Here Greedy means sorting and choosing the max weight elements satisfying the matroid constraints 
Algorithm
The algorithm is shown in Figure 1 as Algorithm 1. At each step the algorithm maintains an Independent set S. Assume it sees the element e i at some step. If S ∪ {e i } is also an independent set, then it includes {e i } into the current set S. Otherwise S ∪ {e i } has a circuit in some of the matroids I j . It first finds the minimum value element (e i j ) it must remove in set S to make S ∪ {e i } an independent set in each of I j . Now suppose w e i ≥ r · ( k j=1 w e i j ), then it includes the element e i and discards the elements ∪ k j=1 {e i j }. We will prove that the above algorithm is (k·r−1)r r−1−f competitive. Here r is a constant defined later to optimize the competitive ratio.
The Algorithm 2 in Figure 1 is an equivalent formulation of Algorithm 1. It is not difficult to show that steps 6-12 of Algorithm 1 are equivalent to step 6 of Algorithm 2. For ease of analysis we will just analyze Algorithm 1.
Analysis of the algorithm
Let S(i) be the set S at the end of step i and let OP T ⊆ E be optimal solution to the weighted intersection of k matroids. The main part of competitive analysis is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 1. w(S(n))
(k·r−1)r r−1 ≥ w(OP T ) where w(S(n)) = e∈S(n) w e .
We will prove Lemma 1 in 3.1. The proof is based on a new type of charging scheme. For now we just assume it to analyze the competitive ratio of the algorithm. We once again note that the main technical contribution is in analyzing Lemma 1 and given Lemma 1 the analysis of Theorem 1(i.e bounding the penalty) is very similar to [8] . 
Proof. The competitive ratio of our algorithm matches the case k = 1 given in [8, 9] . Later in section 4 we will show that this is tight for every k.
The utility of the algorithm comprises of two terms. One is due to utility of S(n) and the other is the penalty due to canceled set R.
-For each element e i we define a value P (e i ) recursively. If e i was accepted in step 3 or was never accepted, then P (e i ) = 0. Else if elements C e i = {e i 1 , e i 2 , . . . , e i k } were canceled, then
. Now each canceled item e i j 's penalty is accounted to the item e i which canceled it. We prove that for any element e i the total penalty accounted is less than or equal to f r−1 · w e i . The proof is by induction. The base case when P (e i ) = 0 is simple. The inductive case is as follows.
Hence the total penalty is at-most e i ∈S(n) f ·
-The final weight of the set S(n) is bounded by Lemma 1. Combining the two parts we get the total utility of the algorithm.
Hence we get competitive ratio of c = (k·r−1)r r−1−f . Optimizing over r we get
Charging scheme
Here we will prove Lemma 1. This portion is technically the hardest part of the paper and requires developing a new charging scheme. This is aided by a graph construction. We first give some notation. Each element carries two kinds of charges(ch 1 and ch 2 ). Let at any step j, ch(e i , j) = ch 1 (e i , j) + ch 2 (e i , j). Additionally let C e i = ∪ k j=1 e i j (the set of elements discarded when e i is included) be as defined in step 13 of Algorithm 1. Let S(j) denote the set S after step j. Let ch(S ′ , j) = e∈S ′ ch(e, j)(analogously for ch 1 and ch 2 ).
Sketch We start with a total charge of OP T on the elements. ch 1 (e i , j) denotes the charge which the element carries from the beginning. ch 2 (e i , j) denotes the charge which the elements gets from some other element. At any step either e i or C e i is discarded. When any element is discarded all its charge is re-added to S(i)(or S(j) for j ≥ i). There by all the charge is stored in S(n). Next we bound the amount of charge any element can carry.
There are two ways charge is transferred. One way is for ch 1 e j , b) . Here a denotes the step at which e i was removed and b denotes the step before which e j was removed(n otherwise). Note that we will need causal consistency(a < b) for this.
The charges at the beginning of the algorithm are defined as follows.
-if e i ∈ OP T then ch(e i , 0) = ch 1 (e i , 0) = w e i and ch 2 (e i , 0) = 0 -if e i / ∈ OP T then ch(e i , 0) = ch 1 (e i , 0) = ch 2 (e i , 0) = 0.
Before defining the charging scheme we define a graph construction which will aid us in the charging scheme.
Graph Construction Construct k bi-partite graphs as the algorithm proceeds. Here p th graph corresponds to the p th matroid. Let P 1 (p) denote partite set 1 of p th graph and P 2 (p) denote partite set 2 of p th graph. Additionally let N p (S) denote the set of neighbors of S ⊆ P 1 (p) in p th graph. Let rank p (S) be the rank of set S in the p th matroid.
1. The bi-partite graph starts empty and edges are added. Each end point of an edge corresponds to an element e i . The node corresponding to an element e i exists only when corresponding edge is added and removed when all its adjacent edges are deleted. An edge in the graph corresponds to a potential ch 1 transfer. 2. Consider step 14 in the algorithm. If w e i < r · k j=1 w e i j , then e i is not included in S. Now if e i ∈ OP T , then add a node e i to P 1 (p) (for each p). Let Ckt(e i , p) be the unique circuit in p th matroid in S ∪ {e i }. Then add edge e i , e j for each e j ∈ Ckt(e i , p) − {e i } with e j belonging to P 2 (p). 3. Consider step 14 in the algorithm. If w e i ≥ r · k j=1 w e i j , then C i = {e i 1 , . . . , e i k } is deleted from S and e i is included into it. Delete each e ip from the corresponding P 2 (p) 2 . For each existing edge e q , e ip add edges e q , e j for each e j ∈ Ckt(e i , p) − {e ip } with e j belonging to P 2 (p). Additionally if e ip ∈ OP T (i.e ch 1 (e ip , 0) > 0), then re-add it to P 1 (p). Add edges e ip , e j for each e j ∈ Ckt(e i , p) − {e ip }.
Lemma 2. The graph construction has the following properties.
4. There exists a matching in graph p such that every e ∈ P 1 (p) is matched to a node in P 2 (p) − OP T .
5.
Any element e ∈ E − S(n) − OP T is matched in at-most k − 1 of the graphs from the side of P 2 .
Proof. 1. This is easily seen by construction. In steps 2 and 3 of Graph construction an element is added to P 1 (p) precisely when it is removed from S and when it belongs to OP T . 2. When an node e j is added to P 1 (p) then edges to each element in Ckt − {e j } are added. Hence any node e j is spanned by N p ({e j }). By matroid property this implies that for any setŜ ⊆ P 1 (p) we have that N p (Ŝ) spansŜ. 3 3. Let W = N p (Ŝ)∩OP T . We now assert some statements from which the inequality easily follows. 4 . This follows from property 2.
-rank p (Ŝ ∪ W ) = rank p (Ŝ) + rank p (W ) = |Ŝ| + |W |. This follows from the fact thatŜ and
These set of inequalities follows from the matroid property. Combining the above equations we get |Ŝ| ≤ |N p (Ŝ) − OP T |. 4. Follows from Hall's Theorem and property 3. If e i ∈ P 1 (p) is matched to e j , then let e j = M p (e i ). 5. This follows from step 3 of graph construction. Here any element removed from S(i) in any step is deleted from P 2 (p)(for one of the p's). Hence such an element could belong to P 2 of atmost k − 1 graphs and be matched at-most k − 1 times(from P 2 's side). Note that any element e ∈ OP T − S(n) could additionally be matched from the P 1 's side.
Charge Transfer We finally explain the exact way the charge is transferred in each step.
-Consider step 14 in the algorithm. If w e i ≥ r · ( k j=1 w e i j ), then transfer all of ch 2 (e i j , i − 1) for each e i j to ch 2 (e i , i).
-Consider step 14 in the algorithm. If w e i ≥ r·( k j=1 w e i j ), then let C e i = {e i 1 , . . . , e i k } be deleted from S and e i is included into it. If e i l was re-added to P 1 (l), then transfer all of ch 1 (e i l , 0) to ch 2 (M l (e i l ), t) (where t is either the step M l (e i l ) is deleted or n). -Consider step 14 in the algorithm. Let w e i < r · ( k j=1 w e i j ). Additionally if e i ∈ OP T , then it would have been added to P 1 (l) of each graph l. Now e i is matched to different nodes in different graphs. Transfer a portion of ch 1 (e i , 0) to ch 2 (M l (e i ), t) which is proportional to w e i l for each graph l. (where t is either the step M l (e i ) is deleted or n).
-Note that the above transfer of charges does not violate causal consistency as the transfer of charge happens from e to some element in S(i) of the future.
We finish the proof of Lemma 1 by analyzing the charge transfer. First note that any element in E −S(n) receives ch 1 transfer in step 2 or 3 of charge transfer at-most k−1 times. This is by property 5 of Lemma 2. Additionally we can also see that each ch 1 transfer to element e i is at-most r · w e i . Using these properties by Induction that we prove that ch 2 (e i , j) ≤ (k−1)r 2 r−1 w e i for e i ∈ E − S(n) and ch(e i , j) ≤ (k·r−1)r r−1 w e i for e i ∈ S(n).
-For any element in e i ∈ E − S(n) we have ch 2 (e i , j) ≤ (k−1)r 2 r−1 w e i if it was deleted at step j. Note that ch 1 transfer happens atmost k − 1 times for e i ∈ E − S(n) − OP T and 0 times for
-For any element in S(n) − OP T we have ch(e i , n) ≤ (k·r−1)r r−1 w e i . Note that this is also true for any element in S(n) ∩ OP T , as they do not get any ch 1 transfer but have a non-zero ch 1 .
The above argument proves that
. This follows naturally from charge conservation in the system. The proof of Lemma 1 can be easily seen from the above two properties.
Lower Bound
Sketch Here we prove a matching lower bound of c = k(1+f )(1+ 1 − 1 k(1+f ) ) 2 for the competitive ratio. Assume A is an online deterministic algorithm which achieves a competitive ratio β < c. Then we arrive at a contradiction. The proof will be in following steps.
1. We will construct a k-dimensional matching. Using this we will argue the existence of an infinite sequence X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . .} of the following form. x 1 = 1 and x i > 0, ∀i. Additionally they will satisfy the following inequality.
2. Consider any sequence X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . .} which satisfies x i > 0, ∀i and β(
i+1 j=1 x j , ∀i. Now if β < c, we arrive at a contradiction.
We once again note that the important new idea here is in first step. The first step needs to get the exact matroid structures right so as to pin the tight inequality. The lower bound given in [8] for k = 1 is just a uniform matroid of rank 1 while for k > 1 we need intersection of partition matroids which has a lot more structure. Given the part 1 in our construction part 2 follows more easily from techniques in [8] . We will prove the second part first.
Contradiction
Consider all sequences of the form x 1 = 1,x i > 0, ∀i and satisfying equation 5. We first claim that if a sequence of the above form exists, then there should exist a sequence where inequality 5 is equality ∀i. Assume by contradiction that such a sequence does not exist. For any given sequence X, let n(X) be the minimum i for which inequality 5 is strict. Among the sequences consider sequence X for which n(X) = N is as large as possible. We construct a sequence for which n(X) is even larger thus arriving at a contradiction. Let λ be defined as follows.
Then it is easy to see that inequality 5 and other constraints are met. Additionally n(X ′ ) > n(X). Hence we arrive at a contradiction to the non-existence of a sequence when inequality 5 is equality ∀i. Let Y = {y 1 , y 2 , . . .}(y i ≥ 0) be the sequence such that
Let z i = i j=1 y i . Then we get the recurrence k · z i+1 = (1 + β)z i − β(1 + f )z i−1 and z 1 = 1. As each y i ≥ 0 we also have that z i ≥ 0. Now we use a Lemma from [30] to get a contradiction.
Lemma 3.
[30] Let u n = au n−1 +bu n−2 be a linear recurrence of second order. If p(x) = x 2 −ax−b has imaginary roots, then the sequence must have negative elements.
Consider the case when
roots. Hence by Lemma 3 this implies that the sequence {z i } has negative elements which is a contradiction to our assumption.
Construction of sequence
Given the online algorithm with competitive ratio β we construct k dimensional matching using which we will construct the sequence {x i }. For ease of description we will restrict to the case k = 2. The general k case is similar. In other words we construct bi-partite graphs. Here each partite corresponds to a partition matroid. Hence the subset of edges is in the intersection of the two matroids if and only it forms a valid matching. The graph will have two types of edges ex i and ey i . We will use x i and y i to denote the corresponding weights of the edges.
-Start with edge ex 1 with weight x 1 = 1. Step before adding ey 7 ,ex 8 -For simplicity we just state the inductive step in the construction. At step i the edge held by the algorithm is ex i (and no other edge). -At step i + 1 we add edges to both ends of ex i such that they differ in weight by atmost ǫ and the algorithm accepts exactly 1 of them. Due to the matching condition it has to reject the currently accepted edge ex i . Here adding a new edge to one end of ex i means a edge is revealed. This new edge shares one vertex with ex i and the other vertex is a brand new vertex which hasn't yet appeared in the algorithm. We describe how this is done below. At step i + 1 add edges to both ends of ex i of weight ǫ. If the algorithm does not accept either of the new edges rewind the algorithm and instead add edges of weight 2ǫ. Do this rewind, add edges of higher weights(higher by ǫ) till the algorithm accepts exactly 1 new edge. Due to the matching constraint this means the current edge ex i sharing an end point must be canceled and a penalty paid to it. Let the accepted edge be named ex i+1 and the other newly added edge be named ey i . By construction we have x i+1 ≤ y i + ǫ. -Use the above construction to construct an infinite sequence x i and y i . An example construction is shown in figure 2.
We will note some properties of the sequence x i and y i .
-At step i + 1 the algorithm accepts ex i+1 and cancels ex i while not accepting ey i . Consider the rewinding procedure in which the algorithm is presented edge e ′ of weight x i+1 − ǫ and ey i before ex i+1 is presented. By the construction of our rewinding procedure both e ′ and ey i would not be accepted and ex i would still be the currently maintained edge in the solution. In such a case we assert some statements based on which we derive an inequality.
• The utility of the algorithm is x i − f i−1 j=1 x i−1 as ex i is the currently maintained edge and {ex 1 , ..., ex i−1 } are currently canceled edges.
• It is clear that {ey 1 , ey 2 , . . . , ey i , e ′ } is a valid matching in the current set of revealed edges.
This has total weight x i+1 − ǫ + The general case k is very similar to case k = 2 but instead involves construction of k-dimensional matching.
5 Extending to arbitrary downward closed set systems.
We extend the algorithm in section 2 to arbitrary downward closed set systems. One way is to represent the set system as a intersection of k matroids and use the algorithm in previous sections. But even the algorithm for single item from [8] gives a competitive ratio n · (1 + 2f + 2 f (1 + f )). A simple modification can be used to improve it to (n − 1)(1 + 2f + 2 f (1 + f )). As we show next this is essentially the best that can be done. Theorem 2. Even for the case f = 0 the competitive ratio cannot be better than n − 1.
Proof. The proof is by constructing a set system for which every algorithm achieves competitive ratio worse then n − 1. Consider the downward closed set system I which is the set of independent sets in a graph. Now we construct the graph as follows. At every step a node in the graph arrives and reveals its weight and edges to existing set of vertices. First node N 1 and N 2 with weights 1 arrive and have a edge between them. Without loss of generality assume that the algorithm A accepts N 1 and rejects N 2 . Next at every step a node N i arrives with weight 1 − ǫ and edge to N 1 . The algorithm can never reject N 1 and accept a new N i without violating the fact that its competitive ratio if less than n − 1. But at the end OP T = {N 2 , N 3 , . . . , N n } with weight 1 + (n − 2)(1 − ǫ) while the weight held by algorithm is 1. Hence the competitive ratio is at-least 1 + (n − 2)(1 − ǫ). Tending ǫ− > 0 we get that competitive ratio is at-least n − 1.
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